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introduction: bee declines

our focuss

diseases

management

apiculture-related
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why?
- allows mitigation by beekeeper
- restore desequilibrium due to:

invasive species
mobility of the sector
medication usage
human-chosen traits

- sustainable

how?
- selection for resilience
- biotechnical interventions



introduction: bee declines

most important culprits

helps in transmission undermines immunity

(coagulation)

MUTUALISM
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introduction: bee declines

attempts at remediation: focus op varroa control

 acaricide & other 
treatments

 biotechnical 
interventions

 selection for varroa-
resistance

 indirectly
 dsRNA treatment

varroa deformed wing 
virus

 selection for virus-
resistance (SOV trait)

o genetic predisposition 
(SMR trait)



introduction: bee declines

selection for varroa-resistance (by natural selection): an overview

1984 Uruguay hybrides mite reproduction
1993 Tunesia A.m. intermissa grooming and hygiene
1994 Brazil Africanized mite reproduction
1994 Papua NG A.m. mite reproduction
1996 USA A.m. Yugoslavia
1997 USA A.m. mite reproduction
1997 Brazil A.m. ligustica
2001 Russia A.m. Primorsky multiple
2004* France A.m. intermissa
2005 Mexico A.m. grooming and mite reproduction
2007 Sweden A.m. multiple
2007 France A.m. multiple
2007 USA A.m.
2017* Netherlands A.m. mite reproduction
2017 Kenya A.m. scutellata grooming and hygiene
2017* Norway A.m. not grooming en not hygiene
2018 Ireland A.m.
blue = commercial apiaries; red = experimental apiary



introduction: bee declines

selection for varroa-resistance (by anthropogenic selection):
progress after introduction of breeding value estimation (Germany)



SR 2020 paper on virus-resistance

most important discoveries:
- virus-resistance exists
- genetically heritable
- detectable by determining virus-status of the egg



SR 2020 paper on virus-resistance

on the sideline of the ongoing Flemish breeding program
54 queen breeder volunteered drone eggs > virus-status
625 samples examined for ABPV, BQCV, DWV and SBV
> gradual increase of participation and proportion of DV-Q



SR 2020 paper on virus-resistance

> lowest (%) DWV and SBV infection in DV-Q group



SR 2020 paper on virus-resistance



SR 2020 paper on virus-resistance

625 samples with virus-report; 560 carnica
176 without pedigree
384 > dams known; 58% sires known (island/artificial insemination)
heritability estimates done by prof. Pim Brascamp (WUR)
> moderate heritabilities of SOV trait
(both for the presence of several viruses/single viral species)



for comparison

heritabilities h²:
honey yield = 0,27 ± 0,06
gentleness = 0,37 ± 0,06
calmness = 0,38 ± 0,05
swarming tendency = 0,06 ± 0,04



SR 2020 paper on virus-resistance

DWV-load of different developmental stages in SOV+/- colonies
4 pairs of SOV+ and SOV- colonies
each 10 specimen of (stretched) larvae, (red-eyed) pupae and adults
+ pooled sample of 10 eggs (both of drones and workers)
> SOV+: strong beneficial effect on male bee caste
> harmful DWV infections hardly occur in SOV+ colonies



SR 2019 paper on varroa-resistance

most important discoveries:
- Dutch survivor colony shows high expression of the SMR trait
- An eight variant model predicted 88% of the phenotypes 
correctly and identified 6 risk and 2 protective variants
- widespread distribution of all variants in BE



SR 2019 paper on varroa-resistance

comparison expression of SMR-phenotype in stocks selected for VR

origin of the virgin queens

1. Østlandet Region

2. Amsterdam Water Dunes

3. Kapellen

4. Toulouse

5. Ghent

creation of a hybrid VR/VS colony

- parentalis: artificial insemination

- filialis 1: free mating



SR 2019 paper on varroa-resistance

no 
offspring

normal 
offspring

> highest % of non-reproducing mites in Amsterdam Water Dunes colony

1. Østlandet Region 31,6%

2. Amsterdam Water Dunes (AWD) 51.0%

3. Kapellen 14.0%

4. Toulouse 37.5%

5. Ghent (VS) 19.0%



SR 2019 paper on varroa-resistance

whole exome sequencing design targetting all exons
64 F2 drones (< AWD; 32 SMR+; 32 SMR-) were Illumina sequenced
> median coverage of 64,5x; 140,000 variants found

elastic penalized regression
> 8 variants in 7 genes genes were found to be associated with SMR
> 6 risk variants and 2 protective variants



SR 2019 paper on varroa-resistance

> 8 variants model predicted 88% of the initial 64 pheotypes correctly 
(56/64)

allelic frequency analysis on 46 colonies (2 bees each)
> widespread distribution of all variants in BE

>> not colony specific = to be used in selection program
> risk mutations were found in more colonies (41/46 = 89%) relative to 
protective mutations (20/46 = 43%)



SR 2019 paper on varroa-resistance

continuation of research in MAS-BEE-VAR project:
- TaqMan assay development
- in depth allelic frequency study: 100 colonies; 58 pupae (D and W)
- re-confirmation association study under Belgian circumstances
- proof of concept of Marker Assisted Selection



implementation in Flemish breeding program

top-down approach
3 year cycle

mating by
- island/land mating station*
- artificial insemination*
- moon light mating
(- free mating)

* facilitated fy the project

year 3year 2year 1

queen breeding testing propagation

distribution of queens
(mated/unmated) and larvae

x

TOP 50%



implementation in Flemish breeding program

traits related to resilience

groomingVSH SMR SOVdynamics/index

VARROA VIRUS

apiary microscopy apiary PCR

defence mechanism endpoint

social behavior individualindividual

* facilitated by project

* *



implementation in Flemish breeding program

brochure with testing protocols
(printed version and pdf-download from HBV website)



implementation in Flemish breeding program

BREED-IT:

= webapplicatie

= online data input and reporting



implementation in Flemish breeding program

planning: land mating station with TOP 10% = drone colonies
>> high scores for SMR and SOV+
+ locally adapted



implementation in Flemish breeding program

THE OBSTACLES ON OUR PATH?

why does it take so long to breed resilient bees?
why do we remain dependant of varroa treatment?

when do we reach that turning point?



implementation in Flemish breeding program

we are afraid of losing colonies
we want too much at once

treatment and selection are still often linked
the genetic basis is limited

‘genotype environment interaction’ is greatly underestimated
impact of re-infestation is underestimated

virus-resistance has completely been overlooked

BUT WE ARE VERY CLOSE

ADJUSTMENTS OF THE FLEMISH BREEDING PROGRAM

develop next to the top-down also a bottom-up approach
- by making selection more accessible
- by narrowing the focus to resilience

- by developing simple protocols that combine management and selection
+ choosing for locally adapted bees



possible advice for beekeepers

- beekeepers are recommended to purchase queens (or grafted larvae) 
that are locally adapted and selected for resilience and gentleness;

- beekeepers associations are encouraged to roll out breeding programs 
with a focus on resilience and gentleness;

- queen breeders should avoid the import of breeding queens/semen or 
travelling to distant fertilization stations;

- selection for resilient queens should preferentially cover multiple traits 
related to local adaptation and varroa- and virus-resistance.



thank you


